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TK41 - Women's Softshell (3L)
Collection:  Rainwear Softshell
Range:  All Weather Protection
Shell Fabric:  94% Polyester, 6% Elastane bonded to 100%
Polyester Micro Fleece (2L)
Outer Carton:  24

Product information
A  softshell  jacket  cut  for  women.  Ideal  for  all  occasions  with  its
windproofing capability, this is a more stylish alternative to a traditional
fleece. The design is flattering and the features, such as the internal chin
guard, water-resistant zip security pockets and adjustable drawcord hem,
are extremely practical.
Rainwear Softshell
Technical and innovative, Technik softshells use comfortable stretch woven
fabrics and tight layered weaves to offer advanced Waterproof, Windproof
and Breathable properties. The sophistication of Technik provides a 100%
waterproof garment of unequalled strength and comfort, at the same time
retaining exceptional suppleness.

All Weather Protection
Portwest All Weather Protection is engineered with exceptional fabrics and
designs, allowing an easy transition between work and leisure. Tested to
withstand the rigours of everyday wear, each garment has been designed
and manufactured using the best quality materials and high technology
construction techniques to ensure total satisfaction with wear after wear.

Standards
Waterproof / Breathability - (WP 3,000mm, MVP 1000g/M²/24hr)

Features
Durable, breathable, windproof and water resistant fabric●

Micro polar fleece lined and bonded with shell●

Phone pocket●

Hook and loop cuffs for a secure fit●

Water resistant zips to prevent water penetration●

Drawcord adjustable hem●

Extremely water resistant eco-conscious fabric finish, water beads●

away from fabric surface

6 pockets for ample storage●

3 layer●

Women's fit●

Chin guard for added comfort and stability●
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TK41 - Women's Softshell (3L)
Commodity Code: 6202401019

Test House

Wash Care
        

Carton Dimensions/Weight

Item Colour Len Wid Hgt Weight(Kg) Cubic(m3) EAN13 GTIN/DUN14


